Abstract-Phase change memory (PCM) has been studied as an emerging memory technology for lastlevel cache (LLC) due to its extremely low leakage. However, it consumes high levels of energy in updating cells and its write endurance is limited. To relieve the write pressure of LLC, we propose a delta value indicator (DVI) by employing a small cache which stores the difference between the value currently stored and the value newly loaded. Since the write energy consumption of the small cache is less than the LLC, the energy consumption is reduced by access to the small cache instead of the LLC. In addition, the lifetime of the LLC is further extended because the number of write accesses to the LLC is decreased. To this end, a delta value indicator and controlling circuits are inserted into the LLC. The simulation results show a 26.8% saving of dynamic energy consumption and a 31.7% lifetime extension compared to a state-of-the-art scheme for PCM.
I. INTRODUCTION
PCM adopts a chalcogenide alloy (Ge2Sb2Te5, or GST) to store its information [1, 2] . A physical state of a PCM cell is used for indicating 0 or 1, while the level of the electrical currents is used for the conventional memories such as SRAM or DRAM. Each PCM cell has either a crystalline state or an amorphous state. If it is the crystalline state, its value means 0. On the other hand, the amorphous state shows that the corresponding cell has 1.
The main advantage of PCM is that it consumes very little static power. Since the electrical power is not dissipated to sustain the information, GST cells have no leakage power. However, compared to SRAM, the write operations require higher energy consumption and longer latency to be completed because changing the phases needs a significant energy consumption and longer duration time to heat the cells.
To mitigate these problems, the researchers proposed various schemes to reduce the number of the write accesses to PCM-based last-level cache (LLC) [3] [4] [5] . The narrow-width values (NWV) [3] is one of the newest schemes, which stores partial data excluding the leading 0s. It employed other previous researches such as the read-before-write (RBW) [4] and the multiple dirty bit (MDB) [5] because they can be orthogonally applied on the NWV. However, they overlooked reducing the write counts of PCM when the value is not significantly changed. As we analyze it, a large portion of write operations come from small-value changes. Thus, if the delta value is stored instead of updating the new value, the write counts of the LLC will be decreased.
Based on this observation, we propose a delta value indicator (DVI) scheme to save the difference between the value currently stored in the LLC and the new value to be written into the LLC. In the DVI, a delta value array (DVA), which consumes less write dynamic energy, is inserted beside the data array. Instead of updating the data array in the LLC which requires higher write dynamic energy, the delta value is stored in the DVA, which reduces the dynamic energy consumption.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related works are briefly reviewed. Section 3 provides the motivation of this paper. In Section 4, we explain a delta value indicator. Section 5 gives the experimental setup and the simulation results. The conclusion is given in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
Read-before-write techniques have been proposed to compensate the drawbacks of PCM such as high write dynamic energy consumption and limited write endurance [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Researchers introduced the read-before-write (RBW) scheme to eliminate the unnecessary write operations to the PCM [4] . As its name stands for, the data in the cache line to be updated are read before initiating the write operation. After comparing the currently stored data and the new data bit by bit, only the bits which should be changed are toggled.
The multiple dirty bit (MDB) scheme is motivated by the idea that parts of words in the LLC are updated during the write-back [5] . The traditional cache has a dirty bit for each line, however, the MDB inserted a dirty bit for each word. Thus, the words in the cache line, which are modified in the upper level cache, are updated instead all words in the cache line are written. In other words, clean words are not re-written. As a consequence, this MDB scheme reduced the number of write operations by avoiding unnecessary writes to the LLC.
The narrow-width values (NWV) scheme utilized that the upper half of a small value consists of all zero values [3] . They added a flag bit which is called a narrow bit to indicate whether the data is small value. When the data of an incoming cache line is small value, the flag bit is set and only the lower half of the data is written. During the read operation, if the flag bit is set, access to the upper half of the cache line is omitted.
On top of that, Flip-n-write [6] toggles all bits of the new data if the flipped value requires less number of write operations. SoftPCM is proposed for the error tolerable applications such as video applications [7] . If the currently stored data in PCM are similar to the new data, the memory controller cancels the write operation.
FlipMin proposed by Jacobvitz finds a coset of vectors which minimizes the number of bits to be updated and remapping a vector to the original data [8] .
In addition, researchers have been proposed hybrid PCM-DRAM schemes [9] [10] [11] which combine two kinds of memories. Main memory of the hybrid memory system is mainly composed of PCM with a small portion of DRAM. Reducing PCM write-traffic is motivated by the fact that the write latency of PCM are significantly higher than that of DRAM. To this end, the data are merged and written to improve the write latency and reduce the dynamic energy of PCM main memory [12] [13] [14] .
II. MOTIVATION
Our proposal starts from the observation that a smallvalue change generates a large portion of write operations. All previous works we introduced focused on the value to be written itself. However, they overlooked a possibility that it is important that the difference between the currently stored value and the value to be updated. When the delta value of the two data is small, storing the difference can save the energy consumption and enhance the write endurance of the LLC. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the differences between the current value and the new value when writing the new data. Note that each value has a 32-bit width. Overall, more than 25% of the write operations occur when the value is increased or decreased by at most 16. In case of astar, more than 50% of the write counts are small-value range. On the contrary, some applications such as namd and hmmer show that the write counts due to small-value change occupy around 10% of the total write counts.
This observation provides the insight whereby storing this difference value into a new small storage, instead of directly updating PCM cells in LLC, reduces the total write counts of the LLC. Therefore, employing a small device on top of these schemes such as the RBW, the MDB, and the NWV, we achieve greater reduction in the number of write accesses to the LLC, which positively affects energy efficiency and lifetime extension.
III. DELTA VALUE CACHE 1. Overall Structure
The DVI contains the difference between the value currently stored in the data array and the new value to be written into the data array as depicted in Fig. 2 . The LLC of our mechanism contains the DVA, as well as the tag array and the data array, and some combinational logics for the subtraction, summation, and comparison of two values. Each entry in the DVA consists of DVIs. Each DVI consists of m bits to store the delta value for n bits. In this paper, we assume that n is fixed at 32 bits. Fig. 3 shows a detailed description of the control logic. The subtraction of the current value and the new value is executed during the write operation. To determine if the difference between two values is small or not, small delta value detection logic is inserted as depicted in the rightside of Fig. 3 . If left-most n -m bits of the substractor are zero (upper logic) or one (lower logic), the delta value is within the threshold range (-2 m-1 ≤ Δ ≤ 2 m-1 -1). In that case, the m bits are written into the DVI and the write enable signal for the data array is disabled. However, if the result is determined to not be a small delta value, the cache block is updated as the new value and the delta value indicator contains 0. During read operation, the current value is obtained by adding the Fig. 2 . The overall structure of the DVI. The LLC has the delta value array (DVA) as well as the tag array and the data array. delta value and the value in the cache. The number of sets and ways of the DVA is the same as those of the tag array or the data array. Some combinational circuits such as subtractors, adders, and control logics, are required.
Since our proposal contains all schemes used in the previous works such as the RBW, the MDB, and the NWV without having any factors to worsen the performance, the result of the DVI is always the same or better than their works.
Dynamic Energy Consumption Model
To evaluate the energy consumed by the LLC and the DVA, we use NVSim which calculates the several parameters of non-volatile memories [15] . We use high performance (HP) cells under 32 nm technology which is designed for cache. The LLC and the DVA are optimized for low write dynamic energy consumption. Detailed information of the parameters is listed in Table 1 . The energy consumption models used in NVSim are divided into three models: read energy consumption (E LLC_RD and E DVA_RD ), write energy consumption for SET operation (E LLC_WRS and E DVA_WRS ), and write energy consumption for RESET operation (E LLC_WRRS and E DVA_WRRS ).
We firstly define E LLC_RD to be the dynamic energy of read operation as follows: E LLC_RD = E HTR + E PRED + E ROWD + E MUX + E RD + E SA + E PREC (1) where E HTR , E PRED , E ROWD , E MUX , E RD , E SA , and E PREC are the dynamic energy of the h-tree, the pre-decoder, the mux, reading PCM cells, the sense amplifiers, and the pre-charge logic, respectively. For PCM, write operations are categorized by SET operation and RESET operation. Switching state "0" to state 1" is called SET operation and changing state "1" to state "0" is called RESET operation. The point is that energy consumption of two operations are different. Therefore, there are two models for the energy consumption of write operation: E LLC_WRS and E LLC_WRRS . E LLC_WRS = E HTR + E PRED + E ROWD + E MUX + E SET (2) E LLC_WRRS = E HTR + E PRED + E ROWD + E MUX + E RESET (3) where E SET is the dynamic energy for changing state "0" of PCM cells and E RESET is the dynamic energy for writing "1" to PCM cells. The dynamic energy consumption models for the DVA are similar to the models for the LLC, however, the energy for the h-tree (E HTR ) is removed because the htree is not used due to size limitation. E DVA_RD = E PRED + E ROWD + E MUX + E RD + E SA + E PREC (4) E DVA_WRS = E PRED + E ROWD + E MUX + E SET (5) E DVA_WRRS = E PRED + E ROWD + E MUX + E RESET (6) Table 2 shows the dynamic energy consumption of the LLC and the DVA where m varies from 1 to 4 using our model. The dynamic energy consumption for access of the DVA_m=1, DVA_m=2, DVA_m=3, and DVA_m=4 are 3.67%, 6.78%, 9.89%, and 13.0% of the SET operation nergy consumption for access of the LLC, 
Area Overhead
We use a MOS-accessed cell model [15] to estimate the storage overhead of the DVA, because we assume that PCM consists of typical 1-transistor-1-resistor (1T1R) structure.
C is the width of a cache block; in this paper, this value is 512, because the size of a cache block is 512 bits. In addition, the W/L means the width-to-length ratio of the cell. Since the size of cell should be enough to endure write current, the W/L ratio, which is closely related to the size of NMOS, is determined by the driving current of NMOS (I DS ). If NMOS is operating at the linear region, (8) is applied. Unless, (9) is used for estimating the I DS .
As a result of our calculation shown in Table 3 , the storage overhead is 1.91%, 3.51%, 5.42%, and 7.02% where the m varies from 1 to 4. The area overhead increases as the m value increases, while the dynamic energy consumption decreases accordingly. Therefore, the m value can be selected by a system designer depending on the requirement of the system.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation Environments
To evaluate the proposed mechanism, we conducted a simulation using the gem5 simulator [16] , which is a representative full-system simulator. Memory hierarchy consists of an L1 32KB instruction cache and an L1 32KB data cache as well as 4MB PCM-based L2 cache in our environment. Detail information of the baseline configurations is shown in Table 4 .
The benchmark programs were chosen from the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite [17] . We executed one billion instructions for each program after fast-forwarding one billion instructions. There are five cache systems for the experiment: the RBW, the MDB with the RBW, the NWV, and DVI with four m values which vary from 1 to 4. Note that the NWV includes the RBW and the MDB. In addition, the DVI is based on the NWV, thus it is assumed that the RBW with the MDB is applied to the 
Normalized Write Counts of LLC
To investigate the effectiveness of our proposal, we examined the normalized write counts of the baseline with several DVI configurations, as shown in Fig. 4 . The standard of normalization is the write counts of the RBW. Since the write counts of the RBW is the same as that of the MDB, all their values are 1. The NWV shows a 13.1% reduction in the write counts of the LLC. The number of write accesses to PCM is decreased by 41.2% at m=4, whereas the write counts were reduced by 33.2% at m=3.
For DVI_m=2, the number of write operations was reduced by 23.3%. When the value of m is 1, the variation in the write counts is 17.4%. All applications show the better results than the baseline. Especially, nearly 90% of the write counts are reduced for astar.
These results are consistent with the distribution of the differences between the current value and the new value as depicted in Fig. 1. Fig. 5 provides the normalized dynamic power consumption of the RBW, the MDB with the RBW, the NWV, and the DVI. The DVI with m=4 achieved 47.9%, 42.2%, and 17.0% energy savings on average compared to the RBW, the MDB with the RBW, and the NWV, respectively. Inspecting the result, the trend is found that the energy consumption decreases as the m value increases.
Normalized Energy Consumption of DVI
Even though there are a few exceptions such as lbm and sjeng, our proposal averagely reduced the dynamic energy consumption by storing the delta value instead of updating the new value.
To study the energy overhead of access to the DVI, we divided the results in the graph into four kinds of energy consumption as shown in right side in Fig. 6 . RD_LLC means the energy consumption of the read operation of the LLC and WR_LLC indicates the energy consumption of write operation of the LLC. The dissipated energy for read operation and write operation of the DVI is expressed as RD_DVA and WR_DVA. When the value of m is 1, the energy overhead is less than 1% for all applications. Although the energy overhead is increased as the value of m increases, even in the case of DVI_m=4, the extra energy consumption generated by the DVI does not exceed 3% on average. All benchmarks show less than 3% energy overhead except astar and lbm, which show 8.6% and 3.5% extra energy consumption, respectively.
Lifetime Improvement of DVI
The lifetime extension of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 6 . The lifetime is defined by the time when a first worn-out cell occurs; thus, the lifetime extension is calculated by the ratio of the lifetime of the RBW over the lifetime of our proposal. Overall, the write endurance is improved by 15.64 times at maximum, and thus the lifetime is prolonged by 4.94 times on average at m=4. Compared to the NWV, lifetime is extended by 31.7%. In general, the normalized lifetime increase as the m value grows for each application. In addition, every application has longer lifetime than that of the RBW and the NWV.
We also depict the lifetime extension of the LLC separated from the DVI in Fig. 7 . The DVI consists of the DVA and the LLC, thus the lifetime of the DVI is determined as the shorter lifetime between the DVA and the LLC. Since the DVA is also composed of PCM cells, the DVA can be a constraint of the lifespan of our proposal when the heavy write operations are conducted on the DVA. In this case, the lifetime of the whole DVI memory system is limited to the lifetime of the DVA. For example, astar achieved a 21.8 times lifetime extension for the LLC, while the actual lifetime of the whole memory system is prolonged by 3.5 times. However, all applications except astar, bwaves, lbm, and sjeng show the normalized lifetime of the DVI is the same as the normalized lifetime of the LLC. Moreover, for bwaves and lbm, the lifetime difference between the DVA and the LLC is less than 3%. In general, employing the DVA helps the lifetime extension.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a delta value indicator (DVI) to reduce the write counts in PCM-based LLC. First, our proposal showed and analyzed the portion of write counts due to small-value change. This discovery resulted in employing small storage to hold the difference between the original value and the new value to be written. The experiment result showed that our scheme achieves a 34.1% reduction in write counts, which led to saving dynamic energy consumption by 26.4% and prolong the lifetime by 31.7% compared to the NWV including the RBW and the MDB.
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